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BI - Body Interact
Order code: 4507.BI

Information about product price on demand

Parameters

Quantitative unit ks

THE LEARNING ACCELERATOR FOR MEDICAL AND NURSING EDUCATION

Realistic Engine

Body Interact Realistic Engine comprises a set of proprietary physiological algorithms and AI, making each virtual patient act almost like
a real human patient.

Its efficient design lets you interact in many ways with your patient, having a real-time dynamic response, thus creating an immersive
environment that lets you focus all your attention on your patient’s health status.

 
Have access to all kinds of examinations, interventions, medications and much more.

More than…

200 medications
300 health conditions
180 medical tests
80 interventions
110 clinical scenarios



60 physical exam items

 
Comprehensive simulation lab

Treat your patients with the right tools in the right environment. Whether in an ambulance, in the office or the Emergency room, Body
Interact provides you with the appropriate equipment in the right place.

It is so immersive that the surrounding area disappears into the experience.

 
Learn with expertise

Body Interact’s validated scenarios challenge the trainee’s clinical and critical thinking skills, providing the best possible preparation for
providing care without any risk to real patients.

Our expert reviewed scenarios rely on clinical evidence and well-established guidelines. They are designed and regularly updated to address
basic, intermediate and advanced clinical skills goals in the Medicine, Nursing and Emergency curricula.

 
Learn by experiencing the clinical challenges in a range of different specialities

Allergies
Anesthesiology
Cardiology
Endocrinology
Gastrointestinal
Infectious diseases
Internal medicine
Nephrology
Neurology
Oncology
Orthopedics
Pediatrics
Pregnancy
Respiratory
Toxicology
Trauma
Urology
Vascular diseases

 

BI Studio

Transform the way you learn, teach and create in the classroom

Improve learners’ performance by understanding it. With Studio, you can track your learners’ performance by having real-time detailed
dashboards and the ability to set up and run OSCEs easily.

Create your learning environment and its experience by developing your own clinical scenarios with customized learning objectives.

 
Anytime, anywhere…

Take advantage of Body Interact cloud technology, allowing you to bring your learning accelerator to every corner of the world.

It runs on your web browser, either on a computer or a tablet, on Body Interact tabletop and also on your laptop so you can take it
anywhere.

The most powerful and versatile Virtual Patient platform!

 



 

License with an annual subscription - Digital classroom

 LITE BASIC STANDARD PREMIUM

Number of scenario packages 1 3 6 10

Number of virtual patients in scenarios 10 30 60 100

Number of user accounts up to 100 up to 1000 up to 1000 up to 1000

Ability to run from the web interface, iPad or Windows yes yes yes yes

On-line traning for teachers in English yes yes yes yes

BI Studio - Learning management system yes yes yes yes

We will be happy to prepare a price offer for a selected variant of the Bodyinteract system upon request.

 

Definitive software license

 BASIC STANDARD PREMIUM

Number of accounts to log in 1 1 1

Number of scenario packages 3 6 10

Number of virtual patients in scenarios 30 60 100

BI Studio - Learning management system yes yes yes

We will be happy to prepare a price offer for a selected variant of the Bodyinteract system upon request.


